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In recent years, Large Language Models (LLMs) have become powerful tools in the machine learning (ML)
field, including features of natural language processing (NLP) and code generation. The employment of these
tools often faces complex processes, starting from interacting with a variety of providers to fine-tuningmodels
of a certain degree of appropriateness to meet the project’s needs.
This work explores in detail using MLflow [1] in deploying and evaluating two notable LLMs: Mixtral[2]
from MistralAI and Databricks Rex (DBRX) [3] from Databricks, both available as open-source models in the
HuggingFace portal. The focus lies on enhancing inference efficiency, specifically emphasising the fact that
DBRX has better throughput than traditional models of similar scale.
Hence, MLflow offers a unified interface for interacting with various LLM providers through the Deployments
Server (previously known as “MLflow AI Gateway”) [4], which streamlines the deployment process. Further,
with standardised evaluation metrics, we present a comparative analysis between Mixtral and DBRX.
MLflow’s LLM Evaluation tools are designed to address the unique challenges of evaluating LLMs. Unlike
traditional models, LLMs often lack a single ground truth, making their evaluation more complex.
MLflow allows customers to use a bundle of tools and features that are specifically tailored to deal with
difficulties arising from integrating LLMs in a comprehensivemanner. TheMLflowDeployments Server serves
as the central location, eliminating the need to juggle multiple provider APIs and simplifying integration with
self-hosted models.
We plan to implement this solution using the MLflow tracking server deployed in the AI4eosc project [5] as
a showcase.
In conclusion, this contribution seeks to offer insights into the efficient deployment and evaluation of LLMs
using MLflow, with a focus on optimising inference efficiency through a unified user interface. With MLflow
capabilities, developers and data scientists can navigate through integrating LLMs into their applications easily
and effectively, unlocking their maximum potential for revolutionary AI-driven solutions.

[1] https://mlflow.org
[2] https://huggingface.co/mistralai
[3] https://huggingface.co/databricks
[4] https://mlflow.org/docs/latest/llms/index.html
[5] https://ai4eosc.eu
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